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A consequence of Holder's inequality is the well-known inequality betweenÈ
Ž .means of orders p and q 0 - q - p :
1rp 1rq1 1a a
p qf x dx f x dx G 1. )Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /a a0 0
Ž .We obtain refinements of some known reverse inequalities of ) via establishing a
reverse inequality for a new class of functions. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let p ) 1 and p9 ) 1 be two real numbers such that 1rp q 1rp9 s 1.
pŽ . p9Ž .For f g L 0, a and g g L 0, a , a ) 0, Holder's inequality says thatÈ
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž a < pŽ . < .1r pfg F f g , where f s H f x dx .1 p p9 p 0
In literature there are many reverses of Holder's inequality of the typeÈ
5 5 5 5 5 5f g F c fg , where c is constant, and f , g are subject to somep p9 1
w xrestrictions. Such inequalities can be found in 3, 5, and 6 .
A special case of Holder's inequality is the well-known inequalityÈ
between integral means of orders p and q, 0 - q - p:
1rp 1rq
a a1 1
p qR f s f x dx f x dx G 1, 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hp , q ž / ž /a ao o
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w x Ž .Recently in 4 a reverse inequality of 1.1 was established. An improve-
w x w xment of the main result in 4 was given in 1 ; then a generalization of the
w x w x w xmain results in 4 and 1 was given in 2 .
For p G q ) 1 and c ) 1, we let
1rprq1cq p s
a s , r s , and d s sŽ .
q y 1 q s y r s y 1Ž .
r
if 0 - s - , 1.2Ž .
r y 1
Ž .where rr r y 1 [ ‘ if r s 1, and we let
1rq1yqcq 1 q
b s b c, q s 1 y . 1.3Ž . Ž .ž /q y 1 c q y 1
It is clear that 1 - b - a .
Ž . 1Ž .Given c, q ) 1, we let K c, q be the set of all f g L 0, a such that f is
Ž xpositive in 0, a and satisfies
1 1t tq q qy1f t F f x dx F cf t f x dx for all t g 0, a . 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .H Ht t0 0
If, in addition, f satisfies the inequality
q1 1t tqf x dx F c f x dx for all t g 0, a , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .H Ht t0 0
Ž .then we say that f g L c, q .
w x Ž .In 2 the authors proved that if f g K c, q , then we have for all
Ž Ž .. pŽ .p g q, qar a y 1 that f g L 0, a and
1rprq1a
R f F , 1.6Ž . Ž .p , q a y r a y 1Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž ..while if f g L c, q , then we have for all p g q, q br b y 1 that f g
pŽ .L 0, a and
1rprq1b
R f F . 1.7Ž . Ž .p , q b y r b y 1Ž .
NOTE626
Ž .In this manuscript we establish an upper bound for R f when f is inp, q
the following class of functions:
¡f : f is a positive function on 0, a andŽ
~ 1M g , q sŽ . tq q qf t F f x dx F g f t for all t g 0, a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽH¢ t 0
where g ) 1 and q ) 1 are real numbers.
a qŽ . qŽ . qŽ xNote that, since H f x dx F g af a , then f g L 0, a whenever f g0
Ž .M g , q .
Furthermore, we show that for every c ) 1 and q ) 1, each of the
Ž . Ž . w xclasses L c, q and K c, q that were considered in 2 is a subclass of
Ž qrŽqy1. . w xM c , q , and that refinements of all inequalities in 2 can be
obtained by applying our result.
2. MAIN RESULTS
We start by establishing the main result in this paper:
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let g ) 1 and q ) 1 be real numbers. If f g M g , q , then
w Ž .. pŽ .we ha¤e for all p g q, qgr g y 1 that f g L 0, a and
1rprq1g
R f F , 2.1Ž . Ž .p , q g y r g y 1Ž .
where r s prq.
Ž . Ž . t qŽ . Ž .Proof. Let F t s 1rt H f x dx. Since f g M g , q , we have0
1 tq q qf t F f x dx F g f t for all t g 0, a . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Ht 0
Ž xIntegrating on 0, s and dividing by s, we get
s1
F s F F t dt F g F s for all s g 0, a . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Hs 0
qŽ xThe latter inequality, together with f g L 0, a , implies that
a a
qF t dt F ag F a s g f x dx - ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
NOTE 627
Ž . w xThis, together with the first inequality in 2.3 , implies 2, Lemma 2.1
Ž xthat F is a positive decreasing function on 0, a . Hence, by the second
Ž . w x rŽ .inequality in 2.3 , we obtain 2, Lemma 1.3 that F g L 0, a and
r
a a1 g 1
rF t dt F F t dt , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /a g y r g y 1 aŽ .0 0
w Ž .. Ž .for all r g 1, gr g y 1 . Raising the first inequality in 2.2 to the power
Ž x Ž .r, integrating on 0, a , dividing by a, and then using 2.4 and the second
Ž .inequality in 2.2 , we obtain that
r
a a a1 1 g 1
qr rf t dt F F t dt F F t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /a a g y r g y 1 aŽ .0 0 0
rrq1 ag 1
qF f t dt .Ž .Hž /g y r g y 1 aŽ . 0
Letting r s prq in the above inequality and raising to the power 1rp gives
the conclusion of Theorem 1.
Remark 1. Let c ) 1 and q ) 1 be real numbers. Then the class
Ž . Ž qrŽqy1. .K c, q is a subclass of M c , q .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let f g K c, q . Then 1.4 holds, and consequently we have
qŽ . 1Ž .f g L 0, a , since f g L 0, a . By Holder's inequality, we can writeÈ
1rq1 1t t qf x dx F f x dx .Ž . Ž .H Hž /t t0 0
Ž .Thus from the second inequality of 1.4 we get that
1rq1 1t tq qy1 qf x dx F cf t f x dx .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /t t0 0
qŽ .Hence, since f g L 0, a , we obtain
1 t q qrŽqy1. qf x dx F c f t .Ž . Ž .Ht 0
Ž .This, together with the first inequality in 1.4 , implies that f g
Ž qrŽqy1. .M c , q , as required.
NOTE628
Ž .It is important to note that in certain regions in the c, q plane, one can
Ž .obtain a better upper bound for R f by applying our result. Indeed, ifp, q
D s c, q g R 2 : c ) 1, q ) 1 and cqrŽqy1. - b c, q , 2.5 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where b c, q is defined by 1.3 , then
D s c, q g R 2 : c g 1, cŽ . Ž . 4q
2.6Ž . 4s 1, c = q / f ,Ž .D q
Ž .qg 1, ‘
where c is the unique zero ofq
qq 1 q
qrŽqy1.h c [ y y cŽ .q ž / ž /q y 1 c q y 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .in 1, ‘ , and if c, q g D, p g q, q br b y 1 , and f g L c, q , then the
Ž . Ž . qrŽqy1.upper bound for R f in 2.1 with g s c is strictly smaller thanp, q
Ž . Ž .the one in 1.7 . Moreover, the range of p's in 2.1 is strictly larger than
Ž .the one in 1.7 .
Clearly, we can obtain a larger region than D if we want a refinement of
Ž . Ž .inequality 1.6 . Indeed, since b - a s cqr q y 1 , we can consider in-
stead of D the region
cq
2 qrŽqy1.Q s c, q g R : c ) 1, q ) 1 and c -Ž .½ 5q y 1
qy1q
2s c, q g R : q ) 1 and 1 - c -Ž .½ 5ž /q y 1
qy1q
 4s 1, = q . 2.7Ž .D ž /ž /q y 1Ž .qg 1, ‘
Ž .Then Theorem 1 gives a better upper bound for R f than the one fromp, q
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .inequality 1.6 if c, q g Q, p g q, qar a y 1 and f g K c, q . Note
that D ; Q.
w xFinally, combining our result with the results from 2 , we obtain the
following refinements:
Ž . Ž .a Let c ) 1 and q ) 1 be real numbers. If f g K c, q , then we
w Ž .. pŽ .have for p g q, q¤ r ¤ y 1 that f g L 0, a and1 1
R f F min d a , d cqrŽqy1. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .p , q
d cqrŽqy1. if c, q g Q,Ž . Ž .s ½ d a if c, q f Q,Ž . Ž .
NOTE 629
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..where d respectively, Q is defined by 1.2 respectively, 2.7 and
 qrŽqy1.4¤ s min a , c .1
Ž . Ž . w Ž ..b If f g L c, q , then we have for all p g q, q¤ r ¤ y 1 that2 2
pŽ .f g L o, a and
R f F min d b , d cqrŽqy1. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .p , q
d cqrŽqy1. if c, q g D ,Ž . Ž .s ½ d b if c, q f D ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .  qrŽqy1.4where D is defined by 2.6 and ¤ s min b , c .2
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